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DEPUTY REGISTRAR

The College of Pharmacists of Manitoba (CPhM) is the licensing and regulatory body for the practice of
Pharmacy in Manitoba, which has a primary role of public protection. The CPhM has fulfilled this mandate
since 1878 and has received both national and international recognition for activities in support of this
mandate. As a provincial, national and international leader for quality pharmaceutical care, the mission
of CPhM is “To protect the health and well-being of the public by ensuring and promoting safe, patientcentred and progressive pharmacy practice in collaboration with other health-care providers.”
The Opportunity:
Reporting to the Registrar, the Deputy Registrar identifies and recommends the necessary regulatory
oversight for the practice of pharmacists and the operation of pharmacies in Manitoba. This individual is
a resource to the Registrar and Council, attending all Council and general meetings and ensuring motions
and decisions made are operationalized. The Deputy Registrar oversees Quality Assurance Initiatives and
activities of the CPhM, Communications, compliance with the Fair Registration Practices Legislation, as
well as database and data collection and reporting activities.
The ideal candidate is a pharmacist, presently licensed or eligible to be licensed in Manitoba. Practical
experience and/or training in regulatory and administrative oversight, knowledge of legislative and
regulatory statutes and understanding and appreciation for the principles of Quality Assurance and
Patient Safety would be an asset. Understanding of database systems would be beneficial. An innovative
individual having strong interpersonal and critical thinking skills will excel in this role.
If you would like more information about this position or the comprehensive employment package offered
by the CPhM, please contact Deputy Registrar Susan Lessard-Friesen at (204) 233-1411. If you believe you
can make a strong contribution to the College of Pharmacists of Manitoba in the role of Deputy Registrar,
please submit your resume in confidence to the Executive Assistant to the Registrar, Kathy Wright, at
kwright@cphm.ca by Monday, December 21, 2015 at 4:00 p.m.
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